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GINNED UP 
 
Ginned Up is a young winning daughter of Indian Charlie, offered carrying her first 
foal, a son or daughter of Champion Freshman Sire Dialed In. 
 
A maiden special weight winner at Belmont Park, Ginned Up is by Indian Charlie, an 
exceptional sire whose offspring included Champion Two-Year-Old Colt and sire 
sensation Uncle Mo; Champion Two-Year-Old Filly and Champion Sprint Filly and 
Mare Indian Blessing; Champion Older Mare Fleet Indian; and Champion Canadian 
Sprint Filly and Older Mare Roxy Gap; as well as other grade one winners A.P. Indian, 
By The Moon, Liaison, and Pampered Princess. Indian Charlie’s daughters are already 
showing promise as producers, and have so far been represented by 36 stakes 
winners, among them champions Biofeul and Tu Endie Wei, and graded stakes 
winners Gypsy Robin, Marchman, Samraat, and Sonic Boom. 
 
Ginned Up is half-sister to two talented juveniles in Southern Success, who took the 
Dover Stakes, and Taste Like Candy, who was second – ahead of Champion 
Untapable and grade one winner Rosalind – in the Hollywood Starlet Stakes (gr. I) on 
only her second start.  
 
Ginned Up’s dam, My Success, a daughter of A.P. Indy, was an allowance winner at 
Belmont and Saratoga. My Success is half-sister to a truly exceptional performer in 
Affirmed Success, winner of eight graded stakes, including the Cigar Mile (gr. I), 
Carter Handicap (gr. I), and Vosburgh Stakes (gr. I).  
 
My Success is out of stakes placed Towering Success, a half-sister to Hollywood Turf 
Handicap (gr. I) winner Exbourne; to Expelled, a group winning juvenile in Europe, 
and successful in the Eddie Read Handicap (gr. I) in the U.S.; and to Top Socialite, a 
twice classic placed multiple group winner in Europe, and a multiple stakes winner in 
the U.S. Towering Success is also half-sister to Holly Deb, the granddam of stakes 
winners on Lexington Pride and stakes winner Mamoose, and to Topicality, 
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granddam of 2017 graded winner Postulation, and of stakes winners Accepted and 
Asidious Alexander. 
 
Ginned Up is offered carrying her first foal, a son or daughter of Dialed In. The 
Leading Freshman Sire of 2016, Dialed In was represented by nine first crop stakes 
horses, six stakes winners, headed by Gunnevera, a three-time graded winner with 
earnings of over $1,500,000 who has been among the leaders of his crop at two and 
three. Dialed In has sired another top two-year-old in his second crop in the shape of 
undefeated graded winner The Tabulator.  
 

 

 
 


